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Introduction
France is a country whose territory consists metropolitan France in Western
Europe and several overseas regions and territories. The metropolitan area of
France extends from the Mediterranean Sea to the English Channel and
the North Sea, and from the Rhine to the Atlantic Ocean. The overseas
territories include French Guiana in South America and several islands in the
Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans.











Population: 67.2 million
Capital: Paris
National day: 14 July
National song: La Marseillaise
Language: French
Religion: mainly Christians (Roman Catholics 64%)
Currency: Euro
History: In 700-500BC the Celtic Gaul’s arrive in France. In 58-50BC
Roman Emperor Julius Caesar defeats the Gaul’s and France becomes
part of the Roman Empire until 476AD. French was ruled by kings for
many centuries until the storming of the Bastille during the French
Revolution in 1789. Then Napoleon becomes Emperor of the French
Republic until he is sent to exile.
Flag: blue, white and red.

1. France is the world’s most popular tourist
destination.

Some 83.7 million visitors arrived in France, according to the World Tourism
Organization report published in 2014, making it the world’s most-visited
country.

2. France is the largest country in the EU and is known
as ‘the hexagon’.
With an area of 551,000 sq. km it’s almost a fifth of the EU’s total area, and
due to its six-sided shape France is sometimes referred to as hexagon.

3. Europe’s highest mountain is in the French Alps.
Mont Blanc, at 4,810m, takes an arduous 10 to 12 hours to climb to the
summit. Alternatively, you can take a leisurely 20-minute trip up on Europe’s
highest cable car on the nearby Aiguille du Midi to get a brilliant view of
Mont Blanc.

4. The world’s first artificial heart transplant and face
transplant both took place in France.
The heart transplant occurred in December 2013 at the Georges Pompidou
Hospital in Paris. French surgeons were also the first to perform a face
transplant in 2005.

5. The world’s greatest cycle race, the Tour de France,
has been around for more than 100 years.
With the first event held on 1 July 1903. Every July, cyclists race some 3,200km
primarily around France in a series of stages over 23 days.

6.The French eat around 30,000 tons of snails a year.

National Holidays and celebrations
The 11 public holidays in France for 2019


Tuesday 1st January - New Year's Day (Jour de l'An)



Monday 22nd April - Easter Monday (Lundi de Pâques)



Wednesday 1st May - Labour Day (Fête du Travail)



Wednesday 8th May - VE Day - (Fête de la Victoire 1945)



Thursday 30th May - Ascension Day (l'Ascension)



Monday 10th June - Whit Monday (Lundi de Pentecôte)



Sunday 14th July - Bastille Day (Fête Nationale)



Thursday 15th August - Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (l'Assomption)



Friday 1st November - All Saints' Day (La Toussaint)



Monday 11th November - Armistice Day (Armistice 1918)



Wednesday 25th December - Christmas Day (Noël)

The Festivals and Celebrations
Easter Sunday
The Christian holiday to celebrate the resurrection of Christ. A special dinner is served with
a traditional dinner of lamb and chocolate (recipe for mousse au choclat with mini eggs) is
customarily given

May 1 – Fête du Travail – Labor Day and May Day
A national holiday , it is also May Day and includes a custom to present un brin de muguet
(stem of lilies of the valley) to loved ones to bring them good luck and happiness (porter
du bonheur).

May 8 – Jour de la Victoire 1945 – WWII Victory Day 1945
A public holiday which celebrates the end of World War II in Europe.

June 21 – Fête de la Musique – Music Festival
A celebration of the longest day of the year (first day of summer). Musicians of all sorts,
both professional and amateur, line the streets of Paris and cities, towns and villages all
over France to entertain enthusiastic crowds until near dawn

July 14 – Fête National – Bastille Day
A national holiday that commemorates the storming of the Bastille during the French
Revolution in 1789. An impressive military parade down the Champs Elysées and firework
displays highlight this holiday. Street dances or Bals des Pompiers are hosted at fire
stations by local firemen.

August 15 – L’Assomption – Assumption of Virgin Mary
A public holiday to honour the assumption of the Blessed Mother Mary into heaven.

September – France Gourmet Week
All over France for a whole week restaurants will put on a grand show with special prices
showcasing the best of their regions produce.

November 1 – La Toussaint – All Saint’s Day
Public holiday to honour all saints and a day to remember the souls of the dead. A French
tradition is to place chrysanthemums on the graves of departed relatives.

November 11 – Jour l’Armistice – Armistice Day (1918)
This national holiday celebrates the end of World War I in Europe, many towns in France
will hold services of remembrance.

December 25 – Noël – Christmas Day
This national holiday begins the evening before with the réveillon de Noel (Christmas Eve)
meal and a visit by le Père Noel (Santa Claus) during the night who leaves presents under
the Christmas tree

Unique practices and customs










Marriage is celebrated with screeching car horns.
If you sit by a town hall anywhere in France on a Saturday afternoon ,you’re liable
to see a procession of newlyweds, fresh from their mandatory civil ceremony with
the mayor. As they pull away in their wedding car together, they are serenaded by
the almighty racket of a hundred honking car horns. In this way the whole town
gets involved.
Being on time is considered rude.
The French are not punctual and hence are not very prompt in case of social
occasions. They consider quarter of an hour buffer to do their hair and set up the
tables for dinner. So one must keep this in mind when invited to a French person’s
home, as according to the French showing up ahead of time and expecting to be
entertained makes you seem demanding who shouldn’t have been invited in the
first place.
There is no such thing as children’s menu.
In the US, India or any other country we see a fix set of food items particularly for
kids like French fries, occasional stump of broccoli or chicken nuggets. In France the
children are fed anything that their parent is having themselves. This early exposure
to a wide variety of flavors is perhaps why France produces more Michelin-quality
chefs than anywhere else.
Beaujolais Nouveau is the only wine that deserves a holiday.
The French love their wine but Beaujolais Nouveau has a different fan base. Its
designated holiday, marked every year on the third Thursday in November when its
production ends and selling begins, is kind of like a French version of
Thanksgiving. In the wine-growing town of Beaujeu, the first barrels, strapped with
flaming vine shoots, are rolled through the streets before being drilled into and
quickly consumed.
Green and yellow hats are fashionable on November 25
On Saint Catherine’s Day in France it’s customary for unwed women to pray for
husbands and for those over 25 – called Catherinettes – to receive outrageous hats
from their married friends, colored yellow for faith and green for wisdom, which
they must wear all day. The French are quite enthusiastic about this holiday
although it may come across as outrageous.

Cultural dimensions
POWER DISTANCE
Power Distance is defined as the extent to which the less powerful members of
institutions
and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed
unequally.
With a score of 68, France scores fairly high on Power Distance.
France is a highly stratified society, with strong definition and competition between classes.
It indicates that people of France accept an inequality; it means upper class people
dominate on lower or middle class people. The power is highly centralized in France. The
laws and regulation process is heavily controlled and maintained by the government and
the process of any government action is strict and lengthy.
Children are raised to be emotionally dependent, to a degree, on their parents. This
dependency will be transferred to teachers and later on to superiors.
Power is not only centralized in companies and government, but also geographically. We
can say this by looking at the road grid in France; most highways lead to Paris.
Moreover, many comparative studies have shown that French companies have normally
one or two hierarchical levels more than comparable companies in Germany and the UK.
We can also notice that higher class French people will try to avoid lower class people.
They often judge the person on how they dress-up, attitude and body language.
According to the history, France has had this same level of power distance and they still
are following this.

INDIVIDUALISM
The fundamental issue addressed by this dimension is the degree of interdependence a
society maintains among its members. It has to do with whether people´s self-image is
defined in terms of “I” or “We”.
In Individualist societies people are supposed to look after themselves and their direct
family only.
French scored 71 on their individualism score. This score shown that France is an
individualistic society.
Parents make their children emotionally independent with regard to groups in which they
belong. This means that one is only supposed to take care of oneself and one’s family.
People in individualistic cultures emphasize their success/achievements in job or private
wealth and aiming up to reach more and/or a better job position. As a result of these

characteristics, the work environment can be quite competitive. Individualism in the French
business environment means that a greater concern is placed on social status and being
judged as an individual
The French combination of a high score on Power Distance and a high score on
Individualism is rather unique.

The French are self-motivated to be the best in their trade. They, therefore, expect
respect for what they do, after which they are very much willing to help others.

MASCULINITY
The fundamental issue here is what motivates people, wanting to be the best
(Masculine) or
liking what you do (Feminine).
France has a somewhat Feminine culture. They value quality of life and life purpose. Both
male and female have equal social roles.
This may be indicated by its famous welfare system, the 35-hour working week, five weeks
of holidays per year and its focus on the quality of life.
A unique characteristic is that The upper class scores Feminine while the working class
scores Masculine. This characteristic has not been found in any other country.
The helpless are treated with much respect and the society tend to have more sympathy
over the unfortunate.
The competition is less than in country’s like united states.
Some results of this dimension are:
Married couples of high societies could go public with a lover without negative
consequence.
Crimes of passion, have always been sentenced very leniently in comparison to other
murder trials.

UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE
It can be defined as The extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by
ambiguous or unknown situations.
At 86, French culture scores high on Uncertainty Avoidance.
French like a structured environment with a need for emotional safety valves and prefer
having all information before business meeting for example.
The French don’t like surprises or gambling. They need everything to be planned
precisely and accurately so everything is on the schedule
Because the individualism and the power distance also high in France. French always
want to make sure their individual position is safe within the organization or in

community. By that mean they are often talk active and have a sharp tongue towards
others.
As a consequence, the French are good in developing complex technologies and
systems in a stable environment, such as in the case of nuclear power plants, rapid trains
and the aviation industry that needs a further detailed information, calculation, and
planning.
In business the rules and regulations are pretty strict. France many strict regulations are
used and tasks are heavily centralized in companies in order to avoid any types of risk.

LONG TERM ORIENTATION
This dimension describes how every society has to maintain some links with its
own past while dealing with the challenges of the present and future.
France scores high (63) in this dimension, making it pragmatic. In societies with a
pragmatic orientation, people believe that truth depends very much on situation,
context and time.
They don’t really have future oriented perspective; they have a more conventional
historical short term view. They have great respect for tradition, norms and values,
truth is also very important.
We can observe this in businesses and politics where taking risks is not very
welcomed.

INDULGENCE
This dimension is defined as the extent to which people try to control their desires
and impulses, based on the way they were raised.
France scores somewhat in the middle (48) where it concerns Indulgence versus
Restraint. This, in combination with a high score on Uncertainty Avoidance, implies
that the French are less relaxed and enjoy life less often than is commonly assumed.
Indeed, France scores not all that high on the happiness indices.

Social Adjustment – Etiquettes and
Protocol
Meeting and Greeting








Handshakes are the norm in a business setting or with acquaintances. It is expected
that you will shake hands with everyone present when arriving and leaving.
Among friends and relatives, the most common greeting is the ‘la bise’ (kiss on
both cheeks). The la bise consists of placing one’s cheek against another’s, making a
kiss noise, then repeating it on the opposite side. A la bise is sometimes
accompanied with an embrace.
People generally kiss twice during a la bise. However, this varies depending on the
region in France.
One should remove their sunglasses and hat when doing a la bise.
Respect is shown in verbal greetings by referring to the person as “Madam,” (‘Mrs.’)
“Monsieur” (‘Mr.’) or “Mademoiselle”. Madam is only used to refer to a married
woman, while Mademoiselle is reserved for unwed women.

Names and Titles






Use last names and appropriate titles until specifically invited by your French host or
colleagues to use their first names. First names are used only for close friends and
family.
Colleagues on the same level generally use first names in private but always last
names in public.
Address people as Monsieur, Madame or Mademoiselle without adding the
surname.
Academic titles and degrees are very important. You are expected to know them
and use them properly.

Dress



The French are the world leaders in fashion. Dress is conservative and understated.
Casual attire is inappropriate in cities. Be clean and well-dressed at all times.
For business, men should wear conservative suits and ties. Women should wear
conservative suits, pant suits and dresses.

Dining and Entertainment


























Do not ask for a martini or scotch before dinner -- they are viewed as palate
numbing.
Wine is always served with meals. After dinner, liqueurs are served.
Business breakfasts are rare.
Senior managers socialize only with those of equivalent status.
Business entertainment is done mostly in restaurants.
Lunch is still considered a private time. However, working lunches and breakfasts
are becoming more common in France.
The French do not like to discuss business during dinner. Dinner is more of a social
occasion and a time to enjoy good food, wine and discussion.
A female guest of honor is seated to the right of the host. A male guest of honor is
seated to the left of the hostess.
Never start eating until your host and hostess have begun. Wait until toast has been
proposed before you drink wine.
Keep your hands on the table at all times during a meal — not in your lap.
However, take care to keep your elbows off the table.
Fold your salad onto your fork by using your knife. Do not cut your salad with a
knife or fork.
Never cut bread. Break bread with your fingers.
There usually are no bread/butter plates. Put bread on the table next to your dinner
plate above your fork.
Cut cheese vertically. Do not cut off the point of cheese.
Almost all food is cut with a fork and a knife.
Never eat fruit whole. Fruit should be peeled and sliced before eating.
When finished eating, place knife and fork side by side on the plate at the 5:25
position.
Cross your knife and fork across your plate to signify that you would like more food.
Do not smoke between courses.
Leave wine glass almost full if you don't care for more.
Taste everything offered.
Leaving food on your plate is impolite.
Do not ask for a tour of your host's home, it would be considered impolite.
Send a thank-you note or telephone the next day to thank hostess.

Gift Giving




When invited to someone’s home, try to bring a small, good-quality gift for the
host. Usually one will bring a bottle of wine.
If you give wine, ensure it is of the highest quality you can offer. French people
appreciate their wines.
Gifts are usually opened when received.

Co-cultures and regional
differences
One of the questions never to ask a French person is “Where do you live in
Paris?”. It’s true that most outsiders immediately imagine the artsy streets of
Paris filled with moody, good looking, finely dressed Parisians when they think
of France, but there’s much more to France than just it’s capital. Most French
people won’t mind the question, but the French are known to have a strong
sense of regional and cultural pride and may take offense, as France is
divided into numerous regions each having their own share of fairly
distinguishable features. Infact, there are considerable differences between
the northern and southern part of France.
Although France’s weather is not black and white as it touches both the
Atlantic and the Mediterranean, as well as various mountain ranges, the
south, in general, has much better weather than the north. The constant
gloomy weather is said to contribute to a general sadness and
depression. This fact influences the cultural differences to some extent.
Northerners are often described as "welcoming, alcoholic, incestuous,
unemployed people who speak really fast in a weird language." The general
stereotype is that people from the south are seen as liars, cheaters, racists
and weird speakers of French, given the strong accent.
It has been found that people in the north tend to be friendlier and less
superficial than people in the south. Although people in the north may tend
to be a bit more initially reserved, they quickly become so friendly when you
get to know them. On the other hand, southerners are upfront quite nice, but
it is often only surface level. The reason behind this is as follows: because the
weather in the south is so much better, people naturally spend more time
outside, and therefore consequently meet and interact with more people on a
daily basis. However, it’s sometimes hard to spend quality time with so many
people, so the relationships are not always as deep. In the north on the other

hand, people spend much more time inside because the weather is not so
good during the winter, and as a consequence they spend time with fewer
people. However, the people they do spend time with they are very close to.
So, although it takes a much longer time to meet people in the north, once
you are friends, you’ll tend to have long, meaningful relationships. Life’s pace
in the south, especially when it comes to work, is much slower and more
leisurely. The best example is that of businesses in the south being closed for
lunch, and then by 7 PM for dinner and every Sunday. Shops in the north
aren’t closed as much and don’t have such limited hours. The people of the
south are said to be quite lazy, as demonstrated in their expression: “If you
get the urge to do some work, sit down until it passes”. The southerners like
to take their time in life. They take advantage of the sun, the sea, and their
sidewalk cafés.
Contrary to the “leisurely lifestyle”, many people in the south (as well as Paris)
drive like absolute maniacs. People speed through the streets only to slam
the breaks at a stoplight. Overall, people in the north are perceived as better
drivers.
Men and boys in the south give kisses to other men and boys more
frequently than in the north, where handshaking is the norm between men,
this could be a result of the influences from the touchy-feely Italians in the
south versus the influences of the prim and proper British in the north.
French accents and the overall language vary by region and are quite
distinguishable from the north to the south. People in the north generally speak
a bit faster. In the south people tend to speak slower but the accent is much
more pronounced– people sometimes say the ends of their words differently.
For example, in the north, people pronounce pain (bread) like “pa-eh” where
as in the south it is said like “pa-en.”

Cultural differences that can unsettle a French person

1. The dreaded hug
In France, people give La bise, which refers to the customary French
greeting of giving people a peck on the cheeks. But what French people
are afraid of is hugging. The idea of whole bodies touching is intimate
to them. The French aren’t used to hugging at all, only couples and
children hug. Infact, there is no French word for hugging. The closest is
Un câlin, but it has a sexual meaning.
2. Starting an email with a first name
If an informal email starts with the first name of a person, the person
feels threatened straight away. In an informal context, one must start
with either Bonjour, Coucou or Salut, they all mean ‘Hello’. In a formal
context you might sometimes write emails starting without a greeting.
This will usually be when it’s not the first time you’re writing to this
person during the day. But it’s important to frame the rest of the mail in
a non-threatening manner and it is important to warmly thank the
person at the end.
3. Being overenthusiastic in a sales meeting
It is important to ‘Smile less’ at a French sales meeting, as the French
are very afraid of scams when they buy something. People who smile
too much when they are selling something are perceived as fake, they
are thought to be naïve as they don’t know what they’re doing or they
are thought to be hiding something.
4. Rushing along the French friendship scale
To win over a French person, your relationship must grow steadily. As
your trust grows, you become more and more intimate. Don’t promise
or build anything that won’t last. Even if you are very warm and open
on the first encounter, the French person will expect the relationship to
grow steadily. The French have a lot of words for ‘friends’ because their
friendships take time to build but last forever.
5. Not saying ‘Hello’ and ‘Goodbye’

The French expression for not saying goodbye is ‘filer a l'anglaise’,
which means ‘Leave like an Englishman’. Greetings are very important in
French culture. When entering a shop, arriving at an office or meeting a
group of friends, it’s vital you say “Salut!” or”Bonjour” and when you
leave a party you need to say “Au revoir” to each person you talked to
during the evening.
6. Dieu, l’argent et la politique
God, money and politics: the trifecta of topics you shouldn’t ask a
French person about when you don’t really know them well. France
doesn’t really care for God, you’re allowed to believe whatever you
want, but you should mostly keep it to yourself. Someone talking
openly about religion is suspicious, it makes them vaguely
uncomfortable. It would be kind of similar to someone openly talking
about their sex life.
Money is notoriously something that French culture does not like to talk
about. Flaunting your money is in bad taste, and it will always be rude
to someone. Someone with less money would think you’re bragging
and condescending, someone with more money would think you’re
being childish and those on your level would just find you boring and
intrusive. Finally, politics. One must avoid it most of the time. The
French know that every position is flawed and they’re rarely informed
enough to talk about it constructively. However, they like to complain a
lot about politics between themselves, but a foreigner needs some time
to earn the right to join these debates.

Maxims and sayings
Liberté, égalité, fraternité ,French for "liberty, equality, fraternity", is
the national motto of France.
The motto "Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité" first appeared during the French
Revolution.It is a part of the French national heritage. The notions of "liberty",
"equality" and "fraternity" became more widespread during the Age of
Enlightenment.
Certain French Proverbs
 “Qui vivra verra”
“Qui vivra verra” is a widely used and understood proverb that literally
means, “He/she who lives, shall see.” This phrase is usually used when an
outcome is unpredictable or uncertain, like in the English “the future will tell.”
 “L’habit ne fait pas le moine”
“L’habit ne fait pas le moine” translates to “The vestment does not make
the monk.” Its significance, though, is that just because a monk is
wearing a renunciate’s robe, it doesn’t mean that the monk is sincere in
his intentions. The English equivalent would be, “Don’t judge a book by
its cover.”
 “Il n’y a pas plus sourd que celui qui ne veut pas entendre”
It translates as, “No one is as deaf as the one who does not want to
listen.” This would be the case for very stubborn people, or those so
caught up in their own self-assertions that they pay no heed to the
advice or opinions of others.
 “Quand on a pas ce que l’on aime, il faut aimer ce que l’on a”
Its translation is, “When one doesn’t have the things that one loves,
one must love what one has.” It reflects the saying, “Want what you

have and you’ll have what you want,” which is to say that you must be
content with what you currently hold, however little it may be.
 “Qui n’avance pas, recule”
“Qui n’avance pas, recule” is a truth that none can counter. It is
translated as, “Who does not move forward, recedes”. There can be no
standstill in life, only evolution or devolution. To be stagnant is the
same as to recede.
 “Qui court deux lievres a la fois, n’en prend aucun”
It is translated as, “Who runs after two hares at the same time, catches
none.” The meaning is that an individual ought to concentrate on one
task at a time with optimal attention, if that task is to be well done. If a
person does two things at once, the likelihood is that the end result will
be anchored in mediocrity, due to a half-hearted effort. Something well
done is something done with total concentration.


“Petit a petit, l’oiseau fait son nid”
It translated as, “Little by little, the bird makes its nest.” This proverb
designates patience and perseverance. It can be used in many
situations, particularly in the process of something not yet
accomplished.

 “Mieux vaut prévenir que guérir”
It literally means, “It is better to prevent than to heal,” and interestingly,
it’s the first principle of traditional Chinese healing practices. The French
are very attached to this saying, dearly using it on a regular basis. It is
not surprising, however, since health is first priority – “Et d’abord, ne pas
nuire!” (First, do no harm!), they say. The sense of the proverb is such
that it is better to take the necessary precautions to prevent a sickness,
than to have to treat and heal this sickness.

Body Language


Physical Contact: Touching during a conversation is accepted and
considered a sign of affection only once you have reached a degree of
familiarity. Young people will often engage in public displays of
affection, such as embracing or kissing.



Personal Space: An arm’s length of distance or a bit closer is an
appropriate amount of personal space.



Eye Contact: Direct eye contact is understood as a form of respect. It is
considered to be extremely rude not to make and maintain eye contact.



Posture: In France, it is very important to sit up & stand up straight.
Children are constantly reminded to follow the procedures as it is
known as a form of disrespect if one were to slouch.

GREETINGS
Greetings are important in France. Thus, it is necessary to greet others
correctly to make a good impression. Handshakes are the norm in a
business setting or with acquaintances. It is expected that you will shake
hands with everyone present when arriving and leaving. Among friends and
relatives, the most common greeting is the ‘la bise’ (kiss on both cheeks).
The la bise consists of placing one’s cheek against another’s, making a kiss
noise, then repeating it on the opposite side. A la bise is sometimes
accompanied with an embrace

GESTURES
For counting purposes, the thumb is the first counter

By holding up a fist and holding up in front
of the nose indicates that someone is drunk.

Using your index finger to pull the skin
under your eye signifies, "I don't believe you."

Faire la moue:
To show discontent, distaste or another negative emotion pucker up and push
your lips forward, then squint your eyes and look bored.
J'ai du nez:
When you tap the side of your nose with your index finger, you're saying that you are
clever and quick-thinking, or you've done or said something smart
Barrons-nous: The French gesture for "Let's get out of here!"
To make this gesture, hold your hands out, palms down, and smack one hand
down onto the other.

Business Protocol
1. SPEAKING FRENCH:
Do not ever start a conversation in English. If you are from a CBSE background you must
remember the first lesson in your English curriculum, “the Last Lesson” (by Alphonse Daudet) which
emphasizes the importance of the French language. It is always pleasant to hear someone talk to
you in your own language so it helps with a good first impression. Besides, even if you don’t really
know French, you can learn most frequently used phrases.
So start your conversation in French and if it gets difficult, switch the conversation to English. If u
don’t speak French in coffee breaks and lunch breaks, and try in meetings, you may be found
international person or more of an alienated person but more importantly it’s kind of a social
suicide. So it should be a principle to speak to them in their own language, which is always better
in any situation.
2. AMBIGUITY:
In meetings, Decisions and processes seem unclear. You may feel lost and frustrated. No clear
agenda. U start off talking about “A”. and end up at “z”. One may wonder what’s the point of the
meeting.
They do not stick to agenda in meetings. They love interaction, debate, challenge, exchange of
ideas, off topic arguments and hence they have a lot of meetings. You may either go like “what is
going on? Are we ever going to talk about what we are here for??” OR at the end of the meeting,
you might just be like, “What just happened?”.
Good meeting in general: decision made
Good meeting w.r.t French: ideas discussed
So as a general protocol, ask questions and say your ideas out loud. Because if you don’t, you
might as well not be in the meeting. Also one may wonder why they are fighting? But according to
them it’s just a healthy challenge and they may just for go to lunch casually later on, which brings
the next factor, the personal-professional barrier. 3.PERSONAL- PROFESSIONAL BARRIER:
Firstly, the French business world is kind of hierarchical. You : don’t just ask your manager “hey
mark, how’s life? How are your kids?”, nothing personal. And with colleagues, at least initially no
personal talk. Employees do not have photos of friends and family up on their desk and a new
colleague cannot just become a friend, which is not the case in most work environments but it is

definitely important to have a professional relationship for anything to get done but more on that
later. Respect the line between work and personal life and try having factual conversations. For
example: weather, general politics, how they get to work(transport),etc. Also, never invite them
home because they don’t expect you to and you don’t get invited either and all of this is nothing
against you personally.
4. TIME CONSTRAINTS
Meetings start late and run late (time flexible culture), usually about 10 minutes and the general
protocol goes like this:
10-minutes late: acceptable and is the general scenario
20-minutes late: you have to inform at the earliest
30-minutes late: reschedule the meeting
One has to adapt to rigid working hours. Now that is not flexible, meaning, you can’t come in early
and leave early, etc. and work from home is not really well established.
5. INVEST TIME IN PROFSSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS:
It’s a very relationship based culture, lunch breaks, coffee, smoke breaks are super important.
Lunch breaks, are about getting to know about the other person, learning what they do so
basically, networking. Essentially lunch break is work, you create network. If you are a smoker, use
the smoke break to get to know / connect with colleagues.
Every minute you spend of your free time is a minute invested in your network and earn their trust.
So, the long lunch breaks are for a reason. In fact, you may not even get a reply to an email sent to
someone who doesn’t know you or is not introduced to you through a mutual connection. Also, in
most cases you will need everyone’s approval. Don’t think that you can do everything on your own.
It may be depressing or make u desperate but invest a little time and things will work out. You
should be flexible and stretch in ways you otherwise wouldn’t.
6. ATTENTION TO DETAILS:
Usually, conclusion or the plan is important than the detailed process/steps involves. The French
people concentrate more on the details. This kind of becomes a problem for Americans working
with the French, because Americans think that the end goal established is important not the
process and the French find this very vague. Whereas the Americans think what’s the point of the
discussion if you haven’t made up your mind to agree upon the final plan/decision.
7.OBSERVING RITUALS:
Observing how people behave before proceeding to work stuff, for example: when saying good
morning or just bonjour’, double kissing each cheek is a ritual but it becomes a struggle to kiss
everyone on the floor before they start working, and yet they may do it. Observing it you say it to

everyone, how long Is the lunch break? when do they take a coffee, go with them to take a coffee,
TABLE MANNERS, etc. If you stand out, you can be found as not wanting to integrate yourself.
8. FEEDBACK:
It is kind of direct/rough and definitely not sugar-coated like “it’s nice/really good, great etc..”. This
may have something to do with the French education and/or grading system which is tough, which
may reflect in professional behavior. There’s always scope for improvement, culture of excellence,
constantly striving for perfection. Their perfumes and patisserie (essentially, it is a bakery) often
prove this point and the details part too.
So you have to push yourself to deliver things and be the best professional possible, that you
couldn’t/ wouldn’t otherwise be. On the other hand, you may feel like you can never deliver
something that they’re happy with.
9. PREPARE TO DEFEND / NEGATIVE FEEDBACK DEFENSE:
This is a key aspect. Especially for projects to present or people to convince, predict questions and
prepare to answer them. have quick and snappy answers, they’ll challenge you on different points
and if u don’t answer them the argument goes on, it feels like u always have to fight for your idea
or project and the time constraint of your presentation/meeting may cause a lot of pressure but
then again, it’s about the details and discussion and not the conclusion. Negotiations/ influential
skills matter.
10. MEASURING PERFORMACE IS DIFFERENT:
One has to let go of the objectivity, measurable outputs, no one can never be good enough. This
goes back to their school’s scoring system. On one ever gets 20 out of 20. The class highest maybe
around 5-6 out of 20 also, and average maybe around 2-3. they find subjective reasons to criticize,
you may lose confidence as your flaws are revealed and strengths are not appreciated much, but
it’s nothing against you, personally.
11. APPOINTMENTS:
Always book an appointment a week early and do not book one in the month of July or August. (it
is heavy vacation period). And of course, the appointment can be vocal, written or electronic.
12. ATTIRE AND BUSINESSCARD:
With the fashion capital of the world (Paris) in their territory, this is kind of important too. Stick to
the basics. Preferably a dark suit if you are a man and if you are a woman, wear a business suit or
an elegant dress in soft colors. It is advised to have a business card with a French translation on
one side.

Indian organisations
Other than the embassies and governmental organizations, the number of French
organizations in India are countless, most of them are not so popular and run in the
background though.
In 2013, ‘The Regional Economic Service of the Embassy of France in India’ stated that
there are more than 1000 French establishments in the country, which are primarily linked
to 394 major companies. In addition, there are 181 independent French businessmen in
India with their offices spread across India. These companies have employed around
3,00,000 people and have a turnover of more than 20 billion USD.
It is interesting to note, that 60% of the parent companies are now being run by Indians
themselves. However, their share in capital assets is relatively quite low. The companies are
mostly situated in Maharashtra, New Delhi, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.

The French companies have continued to grow every year and as per the statistics, since
2003, there are 10 to 30 establishments set up every year.
I’m sure that everyone is familiar with companies like L’oreal (cosmetic/hair and skin care),
Renault(automobile), Michelin (Tyre manufacturing company), Legrand ( switchboards,
sockets), Dassault, etc and the list goes on as follows:

Service Industry
 BNP Paribas
 Cap Gemini
 Havas Worldwide
 Sodexho
Pharmaceutical - Chemical
Industry
 Arkema
 L’oreal
 Sanofi
 Total
Aerospace Industry
 Dassault
 Eurocopter
 Safran
 Thales

Agro - Food Industry
 Bongrain Danone
 Lactalis
 Lesaffre
 Lesaffre
Electronics Industry
 Crouzet
 Gemalto
 Oberthur
 Safran
 ST Microelectronics
Construction - Mechanics
Industry
 Alstom
 Cermex
 Legris Group
 Poclain
 Sidel

Electrical components
Industry
 Hager
 Legrand
 Schneider Electric
(SE)
Automobile Industry
 Faurecia
 Michelin
 Plastic Omnium
 Renault
 Valeo

Speaking of Indian organizations in France. Again, most of them are not the popular direct
consumer products but run in the background providing individualistic products to
industries involving multi-disciplinary technologies.
Some of the main Indian investment projects in France include:
AEQUS, a Belagavi-based company specializing in developing and producing engineering
solutions for the aerospace, automotive and oil & gas sectors, acquired the Besançon site
of the French company Sira, an aerospace component manufacturer that had gone into
liquidation.
Further to this acquisition, in January 2016, Aequs wholly acquired Sira, which operates six
sites in France and one in Morocco. Aequs employs 320 people.
WPIL, a Kolkata-based company, manufactures pumps used in water distribution systems
and nuclear infrastructure, among other applications. It acquired the French company
Pompes Rutshi, based in Mulhouse. Pompes Rutshi, an active player in the design and
manufacture of high-tech pumps for the oil, gas and nuclear sectors, has a 40-strong
workforce.

DNP INTERNATIONAL, a Surat-based company which designs and produces analysis
instruments for use in industry (quality tests in industrial processes) and sustainable
development (environmental impact measurements, pollution control), acquired the
Grenoble-based firm Tethys, which employs 10 people.
In addition to these, one could equally mention the investments in France of groups such
as: Infosys, Wipro, Bharat Forge, Muragappa, United Phosphorus, Crompton Greaves
(Avantha Group), Titagarh, Air Works, Biological E, Transasia, Axis Aerospace, etc.

INTERESTING FACT: 12 agreements worth 200 million euro have been signed between
French and Indian firms and these had the potential to create 3,000 jobs in Maharashtra.
The 12 agreements signed include French multinational Thales Group signing pacts with
seven Indian firms, namely Godrej Precision Engineering, Bharat Forge, Amphenol
Interconnect India, Larsen & Toubro, Solar Explosives, Mahindra Defence Systems and
Coriolis.
Other agreements included one between energy firm Technique Solaire and the
Maharashtra Energy Development Agency as well as between aeronautical firm Turgis &
Gaillard and the Maharashtra Airport Development Company (MADC).
French ropeway firm Poma presented letters of intent for two projects in Nagpur and
Tadoba, both in the state's Vidarbha region.
French hospitality major Accor Hotels also exchanged a letter of intent with Gurugramheadquartered Inter globe Hotels Limited.

Conclusion
France the heart of Europe, home to numerous UNESCO sites,
oldest vineyards, exotic food and world famous brands of perfumes,
clothes, shoes, and cars, but is it what it claims to be?
Depends, France is quite interesting from a cultural standpoint, it
shows a great variation in between the working class and the elites,
The quality and content of life is much better above the satiation
point in France in comparison to other countries.
It would help to know the basic conversational French and
knowledge on topics such as philosophy, art and culture as
conversations are much more common on these topics.
France is an appealing destination for students because of its good
quality of education, low tuitions, better jobs, focus on intellectual
pursuits and moreover young talent is valued in innovation and
entrepreneurship sectors.
However just like everything in the world, France has its own
downsides, it has a racist undertone to it , French are known for
having a sharp tongue and there also can be extreme protocols
which might seem unnecessary for an outsider.
All in all, if you are moving to France, pack your best clothes, follow
the rules, don’t forget to say hello and get your taste buds ready
because a hell of journey awaits you.

